
CALCUTTA- RAY STARR’S UPDATED QUICK RESUME 
 
2 Decks Red & Blue, the Red Deck is my force Deck, the Blue Deck has the 
duplicate of the forced card reversed.  (If a Red backed card is used in the 
Blue Deck remove the blue backed FORCED CARD. 
 
X=8 Duplicate force cards. Remove the 4 7's and the 4 kings from the Red 
deck and replace with the 8 duplicate force cards as indicated with an X in 
the set-up as follows,, X Q J 10 9 8 X 6 5 4 3 2 Ace.  Make sure you 
interchange the suits. 
Repeat set-up 4 Times to complete the red deck. 
 
Get a volunteer, and point out that the volunteer will control the outcome. 
 
Ask Vol. what their favorite colour is..MAGICIANS CHOICE. they pick 
blue,they put the blue deck in their pocket and use the Red Deck, they pick 
Red , they use the Red Deck and put the Blue Deck in their pocket. Fan 
cards face up from hand to hand to show all differant. I move left to right as 
this is done. 
 
(force deck can't be shuffled so) Point out that as all poker players know 
the only way to insure that a deck can't be stacked or set-up is to cut the  
deck.  
 
Table Red deck face down. Volunteer now Cuts The Deck and COMPLETES 
the cut, repeating as often as they wish. 
 
When they are satisfied they are to turn the deck over and USE THE 
BOTTOM CARD AS AN INDICATOR. (on occasion the force card will appear 
on the bottom) otherwise, the bottom card is used to find the MYSTERY 
CARD.  
 
By turning the deck face down and we'll use the value of the bottom card 
to count down to the card that will become our Selection. E.G. if the 
bottom card is a 6 we’ll use the 6th card from the top, if it is a Q or J we'll 
use the 12th or 11th card. 
 



Have them remove the blue deck from their pocket, casually table the 
selection and put the Red deck away. 
 
They show that the only reversed card in the blue deck is the match for the 
selection. I always use a red backed card in the blue deck. 
 
This can be presented as a prediction or as magic. 


